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Abstract:   On border of the age, old political theories as base manipulate has shown 
its insolvency.  
The world fell into the political crisis, connected with global political and civil 
landmark. This thesis analyzes the current political condition while evaluating the 
political theory, concerned with the issue of modernization as well as globalization. 
The thesis is divided into five parts: Liberals on start again, the intellectual institutes - 
a myths and reality of the political paradigms, the history political manipulate - The 
Principles of the building catalogue coalition and The Regional policy aspects and 
global world.  
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Résumé: À la frontière de différentes époques, les vieilles théories politiques ont 
montré leur insolvabilité. Le monde est tombé dans la crise politique, liée aux repères 
politiques et civils globaux. Cette thèse a analysé la situation politique actuelle, tout 
en évaluant la théorie politique, concernée par la question de la modernisation et de la 
mondialisation. La thèse est divisée en cinq parties: les libéraux au nouveau 
démarrage, les institutions intellectuelles- les mythes et la réalité des modèles 
politiques, l'histoire politique de manipulation, les principes de la coalition et les 
aspects de la politique régionale et du monde global. 
Mots-Clés: benchmark;  manipulation; critères; politiques 
 
 
The Process globalization has caused on border XXI age new generation political reality, being subject 
of the study in modern politologie to science. Globalization - an amount new element мироустройства, 
collection global trends and new semantic unity глобалистики as structured description of the world 
processes, writes beside. Bec`s. 
The Practice of the cosmopolitan thinking opens in three ways: This nationalism, liberalism and 
social democracy. 
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The Old theories and practical persons to modernizations as base manipulate has shown its 
insolvency by the end of 1980-h years already. With "end to histories" world fell into phase of institution 
political risk. The New world order already quarter of the age searches for all new ways on the base of 
the global integration - however political risks while prevail. In given format of the consequence of these 
processes, notes D. Stiglic, "simply terrible". 
The Identical intellectual corporation, processing this political weight while no, accordingly no and 
subject of the world political processes. Axial time, what wrote Carl Yaspers, has generated the new desk 
side a sense, tacit forming modern politician - has occurred the polarization a subject global politicians. 
The Main question - there is subject, defining main topics and ideology world politicians? 
The Following question - as the main forms and mechanisms political dominate? 
The Premises of the political scaling the problems globalization and identical him forms of the 
political semantics - a political processes, which reading is built on special method of the understanding 
text. The Method "political germenevtice" is bound with acknowledgement of periodicity of the 
renovation social and politicians logically. The Scheme in principle trivial - a syllogism pulls out the 
metaphor, determination construct аllogism, asymmetry analysis defines the criteria and rules of the 
dialectics of the method manipulation. The Method forms up the notional device- Politicians emerge as 
"speaking heads". 
Previously than begin in earnest to understand with this problem, shall fluently enumerate the 
possible slogans and demarches "current moment": 
“Zones future and peripheral enclaves. The Multipolarity dictates the thesis "future s today", slogan 
to new political situation beats in purpose. Here is only - whom and for who? Future - carefully pure 
present etc. 
“Near and distant plans political conceptualist and causal sense (the political semantics of the 
election campaigns and pr) are reduced to mask method. 
Arisen in the world global crisis natural - are changed only forms of the spreading and developments. 
Political and idea vacuum example theory- modern antisystem as feature аasymmetry global growing, 
which was already changed global degradation. In what aspect is it possible to consider the present chaos 
and disintegration world sodium as theoretical pathway political gnosis and alternative concept state and 
authorities? Since-in so far as firm development or technological globalism require the minimum risk 
and stationary balance as firm trend of the qualitative alternatives of the growing  
 
1.  LIBERALS ON START AGAIN 
 
Periodicity of the political waves and regional-tribes installation - a world molders with paradoxical 
punctuality. Nomady and tribe - a forms of the cosmopolitan world-outlook, what notes U.BEK, are 
liquidated all elements postversal and Helisinki liberal world. The Regress of the political paradigm 
absolutely pointed- an isolated and modern attempt do not bring about success - on agenda apocalypse 
and the end to histories.  
The Centre to civilizations and Axial time as axioms of the development are embroilled in craters of 
the existential losses and gaps - in unencountered virtual world these history craters constant, as well 
temperer  clavir beside Bah`s. 
Supervisioni life surges nation as development political stage new project - as already antisystem 
gets through several phases - intellectual - a life resource - a modernization. 
The National government inside new messages - a global world unable to recook this heated crucible 
of the culture and caldron to general history. In so far distant cultural prospect mankind - or existence of 
the person in culture, possible will in principal be other "glue" communication or socio-humanitarian 
aspect, closed on hierarchy and liberal status. In any event this future not humanism and not crushial, but 
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postliberal civilization.  
 The Certificate about time as biblical picture - where universum consciousnesses is contained in 
material point evangel challenge. For instance, parcel - a church imaginative millennium - forms the firm 
stereotype about receivership of spiritual valuables in Eurasian project. 
 The Cosmopolitism - a form of the existence future, but democracies collide mental true cause of the 
new generations, assigning sometimes unexpected sidebars future.  
 
2.  THE INTELLECTUAL INSTITUTES - A MYTHS AND 
REALITY OF THE POLITICAL PARADIGMS 
 
Valuing modern intellectual thought, we expect certain design orthodox verbal game of frame subculture  
groups, as claim on phenomenon proselite.. V.PODOROGA describes this motion as value thoughts, 
thought synonymous language material - what spoke F.SOSSYUR "dialect" this thought extending from 
word and focused in route. 
Apropos say, Platon in determination classical апории expected same system a category, as 
deployment "coan" in  confusian of the traditions. The Dialogue - a system to translations and exchange 
formal sense or tipical play – series  plot and roles what wrote J.Deles.  
 
3.  THE HISTORY POLITICAL MANIPULATE - A 
RETROSPECTIVE ANALYSIS 
 
F. Fukuyama and D. Stiglic defined the end 20 ages as phase "end to histories", built both on equilibrum, 
and  uncertainity factor, explaining long structured cycles political and social speakers depending on 
organizing criterion of the political innovations. 
According to base determinations cratologia  to technologies are defined by degree destruction  and 
sphere of the influence being qualitative instruments social speakers. 
Kratologia - a science of the single act of the creation new authorities i.e. the development on base of 
the new knowledges and methods of the new product, facilities and technologies, potentially possessing 
competitive quality in contrast with existing political mode. 
The Power - a result to activity, got entailment in the manner of universal law, possessing evident 
qualitative advantage under preceding political cycles Appears the question about measurement political 
potential change, codifications her  information field. 
The Principles of the building cratologie coalition. 
As the main institute  factors manipulate political stratum? 
First, Fixing  political paradigm. 
Second, Новый sample to political technology. 
Third, Установление fixed political rate. 
Fourth, Bargaining  question. 
What noted D. Nort and P. Burdie, institutes define the long-term trends and mechanisms of the 
change political speakers, forming political climate socium.  
Klaster and points of the growing modern политологии knowledges rest in key possibilities - a 
human capital, investments, technologies, institutes, интегрии and кластеры.  
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The Transnational political corporations are a main conductor liberal идей, defining maximum 
демаркации to political expantion and actively поляризуя and глобализируя world. In this instance 
operates the factor political myfing - a perversion sense, the localization institute and globalisation to 
national idea. Appears the new form political leader (the businessman-politician) - shaping management, 
actively changing world political idea. 
Alongside with modernization passes and process to demodernizations - forms the time inverse 
vector. Analysing processes myth to national idea, shall note that qualitative growing begins with 
growing holy potential to nations and ethnoce. The Plan Marshall and program L. Erhard in Germany are 
classical example liberal countries in condition of the transformations politicians. 
In present-day Russia exists the problem to assimilations political institute - a problem social 
гармонизации, and she is a base of the shaping firm and balanced development of the country on base 
political preference, developments political autarchy -as shaping political horizon. 
Kratologiya as science in modern theoretical approach to control power is crossed with district and 
with institute theory developments political institute. We shall Note one of the base assume - relevance 
politicians and institute high under high level and quality to lives. 
All this is indicative of permanent unstable development society, margin squeeze in zones of the risk. 
The Leading researchers note that fact that progressive political change most actively develop in 
phase of the transformations of the political cycle. 
Shaping to real political strategy depends on realization of specifics and institute of the possibilities 
to Russia in the world, her further action - a governmental program of the reforms while completely does 
not operate. There is unique chance Beside Russia to become the leader world khratologie experiment. 
We shall define some intermediate postulates a khratos system.  
First. Political safety. Our analysis takes into account information and economic safety under any 
share - whether flash-mob or victim and terrorist actions, on nature radical state (for instance radical 
исламизма), need advanced-ratio and care from dark economy, terrorism. 
On our glance, the political stabilization covers only visible part "iceberg" authorities, financial and 
regional activity such conglomerate, as political corporations. 
Second. Structured change and political processes. We shall Note the slowing processes an global 
and output in new phase of the world political cycles, bearing in mind transformation and parabase 
institute , both in Russia, and in developed country (the problem integrie). Actual ethnoconfession and 
geopolitical process in the world enlarging scale passionnare and lability masses. In this sense theory 
elite brings forth point of view - limited or legitime democracy. 
       
4.  THE REGIONAL POLICY ASPECTS AND GLOBAL 
WORLD 
 
We introduce the following vision of the place and dug of the knowledge on modern stage Experience 
west economy shows that for firm development of our country necessary development scientifically 
based sector for stability politicians. This particularity modern global studies, or "politologie 
knowledge", which "human capital" discriminating particularity is increasing to electoral activity of the 
political companies, spheres "soft political" technology (soft technology and soft power), comprising of 
itself development political concept, programs and electoral influence. 
In country with settled by political system, founded on traditional protestant value (in Europe), share 
political risk not less than for the rest world. Here necessary to note following. The Development to 
political idea without active interference state impossible since representatives of the average class itself 
will hardly want to invest the facility in sector with high primordial risk. Follows to note that efficient 
policy must be based on two opposite obligatory forming - control and policy struggle. 
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Making the similar infrastructure at the moment is realized through building chronology systems 
(KS). 
The Estimation to efficiency of the models depends on politicians and influences her on political 
activity. The Coalitions expect legitimate democratic influence so phase of the political consensus 
expects the firm nature a coalition. The Forecasting global trend and greater waves allows integrating 
policy in real program of the political development society - a shaping «Summa politica». 
Futurology models to political situation speak of qualitative change - cluster, information policy, 
leading reality becomes to creation world government already presently. 
We shall present the list of the models, having scholars and observed nature. 
First. Linear Malthusian’s model is oriented on qualitative gradual growing democratic institute in 
"one third world". 
Second. The Model of the firm development defines the development qualitative global politician 
institute of the factor - a main vector of the development of the political system in condition of the 
reshaping. 
Third. Alarmist model expects change a parameter to transportability political preference and strong 
polarization of the masses on question future world civilization. 
 
The Integration of the new political knowledge is connected with political consensus and 
development determined to strategies. The Approaches to global political strategy are only marked. 
The Comparison estimation economic growing was conducted particularly actively, as from the 
Second World War, in particular сcomparative material on political comparisons between USA and 
USSR in 1960-1980 y. (Shreder). Scope and operate political design to implies the strict categorization 
political risk. 
 
5.  THE POLITICAL CONTEXT AND POLITICAL RISKS 
 
The Action centripetal and centrifugal power, both in regional, and scale actively places “axial" 
difference main religion and miracle and idiom liberal.  
In this connection is put certain dilemma: in than special nature balanced politicians to Russia - 
politicians, directed on real political processes or on short-term competitive waiting politician? With 
developments of the political processes, directly working at euro communism began the reforms in 
Hollow, China and the other country, founded on transit waiting. Insofar sanguine world trends for 
political cycle in Russia? See, they more sanguine in long-term prospect. 
The Track record of the development political substratum, regional enclave including, carries the 
imprint to unevenness, noted аlаrme trend, vision nature political transfer, and sloppy condition political 
components sоcium. The Methodological twofold determination of the notion кратологический 
experiment in modern literature requires the conceptual matter united, on essences, theoretical and 
conceptual decisions. For political analysis most accept method dynamic alternatives, including 
syntheses of the noted methods. 
The History phase chratologie manipulate. The Code Napoleon. Certainly, paradoxical to conduct the 
analogies a political reason model from situation of the post revolutionary France, recoil Directory and 
the whole epoch’s napoleon wars to updated European institute. 
However internal logic to evolutions of the Leviathan-state, internal logic to evolutions authorities, 
so to speak "internal Austerlice", gives the deeper analysis occurring and reconstructions to situations. 
The Nerve of the history discrete is opened in powerful opposition and manipulates monarch and their 
minister. 
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The Events 1789-1812 were characterized by as classical revolution элит. Taleyran, Fushe and 
Alexander as father "Viennese congress" held up the progress, in however than revealled itself their 
reaction, really she was so dominant? As a result a redistribution of the spheres of the influence was 
organized. However to 1850-gg situation changed: chartist motion, de Kyustin, Dikkens - here is reper of 
the point political мmainstreamed and reality capitalism - "napoleon or", Pitt, Dizraeli and the whole 
fight Tory with vig.  In consequence, cледуя logic of the history progress Churchill has handily caught 
the pause and has emerged with Fultonskoy speech under curtain its quarries. The English 
parliamentarianism ended on Margaret Tetcher and with privatization, tetcherism and reiganomics began 
the new era. 
The strategy begins with what - with subjective основ of the Positions of the strategist who creates 
the myth typical of community. Mircha Eliade wrote about referent of the positions of the shaman. 
Napoleon began the epoch "modernist style" demand to positions -a winner in any war (economic and 
information including): "First it is necessary enjoy in greater fight, but is there seen will!” 
But exist else and objective factors of the Victory: same Napoleon speaking that "God on side greater 
battalion always!” While first in Spain, but afterwards in Russia outside the West Europe Karoling has 
found national-religious "destroyed" on principle "We and they!" that first on Elba, but afterwards on 
Saint Elen. "Code Napoleon", however, remained - and in Spain now "became its believe". In this just 
idea group elithe speakers, when WASP and puritain create as club prototypes their own mental of the 
models. Max Veber at the point regressor, he just against marxist idee about transition from "kindom to 
need in kindom of the liberty". Kopernik model universes and monetaire е of incantation political 
adventurer in epoch of the mercantilism fixed the ideological frames of the political system of that time. 
Immanent inherent epoch political pluraliste. The Club Mon-Capes - a product A.HAYEK and D.HIKS, 
exactly also as "Great Loge of the Orient" - an effect to Great French revolution. Taleyran and Metternih 
used acceptance маnipulate king and emperor. In this plan Lui-Filipp and Carl X were маnipulate, but 
Napoleon, opposite, was a transcommunicator, inheritting part to revolutions. 
The Political strategies in премордиальном society. D. Toynbi in its book "Understanding to 
histories" and T. Morgan in book "Ancient society" considered the collisions burn sоcium-capitalism, 
when archaic community collectively worked out the myths become rule of the play and the authorities 
and afterwards specified the rules of the behavior - a law and his  determinations. 
The Main idea is concluded in that that purely humanitarian and политологические of the system 
leave on level more complex narrative structures. 
E.DYURKGEYM at the beginning initially XX in. has put social philosophy  in chapter of the corner 
of the decision of the existential problems of the individual. 
The Ancient Scandinavian myths, "Senior Eddie", for instance, trace the speaker of the medieval 
myth with specific pantheon Scandinavian god. Thence appeared the idea holarx and hierarchy as 
structures of control mass and society by means of high power. 
We shall Remind, mankind since ancient years владела pulling to change the places - "where heat, 
there and native land" - spoke the ancient Greeks. Other alternative - a hard authoritarian power in 
soсium clear visualizes the purpose, culture realizes this purpose in practical actions and conquest social 
space. "Uprising the masses" have found the significant political prospect with the end XIX age. 
Politiya and the policy - a dichotomy кratos and оhlos. This system of the Greek myth about the 
authorities - a position Sizif. 
As accents authorities in modern system - for instance biopolitical? 
What the researchers from Santa-Fe write, complex systems become all more оrigine,  factors and 
interpreted models gain all more psychological and biological nature, however substitution of the 
powerful principle as structured unity on fragmentary success not always justified.  
The Structured unity authorities are substituted and behavioral factor to democracies. Mental 
processes to complement hierarchical and subculture phenomenon. This tradition is connected with 
teaching about fit of the Scottish philosopher D. Um. Behavioral dominate becomes the vigouresse rule 
of the play and hereinafter law already in postversal era. 
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The State as Leviathan T. Gobbsa confirms the idea about celebrates ideal state, managed by caste or 
elite controlling. 
N. Makkiavelli presented the dilemma Gosudari - a Society as dominant power leader, rather then 
law. 
The Civilizations were changed, improved nation mechanisms, were worn down new pensioner of 
the wave, when power was mutated came the new leaders. What wrote Machiavelli, true vision to 
situations making only Gosudar. Vetch, opposite, spoke of public authorities. 
The Border of the political process as microcosm defines the new order of the things, typical greater 
history cycles and space. P. Burdie has exactly noticed that sociology authorities all to a lesser extent 
depend on pragmatics of the ordinary sense, rising to апогею of the postmodernist style and civile way. 
The Secularization - one of the possible variant mundane politicians state. Political манихейство 
orthodox ортодоксов allowed, for instance, within the framework of bipartisan system to obtain the 
некоего of the concensus, having formed habeas body in England as determined doctrine for the future. 
As negative symbol of the american geopolitics, axis of the ill - a wild variant D. Cheini trying create 
the new buffer-лимитроф on border of the Russia, "axial time", on our glance, requires in principal new 
variant and strategy global community. 
Possible neoconservative syntheses on given stage of the development of the political structure 
society? 
Future s today, determined "zones" future (Russia in the first place) already exist, mankind cost  on 
fetter of the choice of the own way of the development. Russia at 3 millennium - one of the variant and 
scenario  of  the world strategic project - when barriers  frontier  in multim are predestined and present - 
however universal recipe and models future, design technology - while no. No modern to strategies, 
founded on humanitarian designing, system approaches to risk and generated by them target landmark of 
the way in nowhere. Today on hand demodernization - a complex of the measures on реституции liberal 
recipe and new technological redistribution. The Nations, rather then politicians, must strive to new 
self-determination. 
Pluralism authorities and arbitration functions - my "new right". Possible establish that democracies 
on the whole world at present feels the serious dysfunctions. 
Complicating system - before us layered system - for instance, political corporation. The Effect can 
be maximum, but can be and loss - it is necessary to reduce the risks and enlarge the effect. 
The Task of the political leader-pioneer - collect from sloppy element stable working system. 
Appear some doubts comparatively liberal path dependent, however and socialist ideas itself has not 
justified. 
In conclusion, wanted note that modern political situation is complicated by crisis; however exist the 
potential prospects, for Russia in particular, connected with global political and civile landmark. The 
base there is a qualitative criterion of the political progress and efficient political institutes. 
